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Birds Of East Africa
This book is the first to both describe and illustrate every
species of bird found in East Africa. It will help to identify and
determine the sex of any bird that is seen in East Africa,
whether in Uganda, Kenya, Ethiopia or Somalia.
In an era of market triumphalism, this book probes the social
and environmental consequences of market-linked nature
conservation schemes. Rather than supporting a new antimarket orthodoxy, Charles Zerner and colleagues assert that
there is no universal entity, "the market." Analysis and
remedies must be based on broader considerations of history,
culture, and geography in order to establish meaningful and
lasting changes in policy and practice. Original case studies
from Asia, Latin America, Africa, and the South Pacific focus
on topics as diverse as ecotourism, bioprospecting, oil
extraction, cyanide fishing, timber extraction, and property
rights. The cases position concerns about biodiversity
conservation and resource management within social justice
and legal perspectives, providing new insights for students,
scholars, policy professionals and donor/foundations
engaged in international conservation and social justice.
This spectacular new edition of the best-selling Helm field
guide of all time covers all resident, migrant and vagrant
species found in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and
Burundi. Over 1,300 species are illustrated with full details of
all the plumages and major races likely to be encountered.
Concise text describes the identification, status, range, habits
and voice, with fully updated range maps for each species.
This authoritative book will not only be an indispensable
guide to the visiting birder, but also a vital tool for those
engaged in work to conserve and study the avifauna of the
region – East Africa shelters a remarkable diversity of birds,
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many seriously endangered with small and vulnerable ranges.
The first field guide to the birds of this varied and fascinating
region and a companion to Birds of East Africa by two of the
same authors.
Birds of the Horn of Africa is widely regarded as the best field
guide to the more than 1,000 species of resident, migrant,
and vagrant birds found in northeast Africa--and it just got
even better. Now fully revised and expanded, this
comprehensive, easy-to-use guide has been updated with the
latest information on distribution, identification, and taxonomy.
New vagrants to the region have been added; color plates,
illustrations, and distribution maps have been thoroughly
updated and improved; and much more--making this still the
must-have guide for birders, naturalists, and travelers in the
region. Covers Ethiopia, Eritrea, Djibouti, Somalia, and the
Socotra archipelago Features more than 2,600 illustrations on
213 stunning color plates Provides a color distribution map for
every species Detailed species accounts on facing pages
describe key identification features, similar species,
geographical variation, habitat, status, and voice Includes a
glossary, identification tips, and information about habitats
Key identification features are shown more prominently in the
text Now includes an annotated distributional checklist by
country and a comparison table for large white-headed gulls
Covering the major areas visited by safaris - Kenya,
Tanzania, Uganda and Ethiopia - Birds of East Africa
provides hints on watching and photographing birds, and
gives photographs of all the most common birds to make
them easier to identify.
African Birds is a portable reference guide featuring over 100
species of birds. This richly illustrated and detailed guide is
printed on laminate material and folds for easy handling. A
map of birding areas is provided on the back cover for the
vacationer or avian enthusiast, to easily identify each species.
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Peacocks & Picathartes is a celebration of the diversity of
African birds, focusing on families that occur only in Africa as
well as iconic families and species that, despite having close
relatives in other parts of the world, seem to embody
something of Africa. Watson’s anecdotal style captures
vividly his encounters with prized species, such the secretive
White-necked Picathartes and the elusive Congo Peacock.
He conveys the sheer delight mousebirds take in ‘being what
they are’, and reveals the surprise discovery in 1991 of a
new partridge in Tanzania’s Udzungwa Mountains. Drawing
on precolonial and current-day avian accounts, he offers his
own insights based on a lifetime of personal observations in
the wilds of Africa – recounting unforgettable expeditions,
quirky bird behaviour, jittery taxonomy, moments of rare good
luck – and much more. Both informative and entertaining, this
book captures the essence of African birdlife, and will appeal
to bird enthusiasts across the spectrum. Sales points:
Delightful accounts of more than 40 bird families and species,
filled with anecdotes and fascinating stories. Brilliant
illustrations by a celebrated natural history artist; both
informative and entertaining; excellent all-seasons gift for bird
and nature enthusiasts.
What do the Abyssinian catbird, Harwood's Francolin and the
Liben lark have in common? They can all be spotted in the
mountains or verdant valleys of Ethiopia. Stunning
watercolors by Carol Rose bring the vibrant birds of East
Africa to life in our look at the feathered inhabitants of
Ethiopia's countryside. Dual-language text by Elizabeth Spor
Taylor features details about the habitat and diet of fabulous
winged creatures like the prehistoric-looking Thick-Billed
Raven or the colorful Prince Ruspoli's Turaco. Side by side
text helps emerging bilingual readers develop vocabulary and
fluency. Ready Set Go Books, an Open Hearts Big Dreams
Project, is focused on increasing the literacy rate in Ethiopia
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through giving readers books with stories in their heart
languages, full of colorful illustrations with Ethiopian settings
and details. Profits from books sales will be used to create,
print, and distribute more Ready Set Go Books to kids in
Ethiopia, Africa's second most populous country. Ethiopia's
population is 44% children, ages 0-14 (43 million out of 97
million total). Only 5.5% of children attend pre-school or
kindergarten, and the adult literacy rate is 49%. Our books
are based on wise Ethiopian sayings that often rhyme in
Amharic. If an adult says the first half, many children can
chant the second half. Sometimes the meaning of these
sayings is clear. Sometimes it has to be puzzled out and
argued over. But sayings and idioms and proverbs help
people express truths and beliefs in unusual ways. Open
Hearts Big Dreams Fund (OHBD) is a 501(3)(c) not for profit
organization that believes the chance to dream big dreams
should not depend on where in the world you are born. Our
focus is to support nonprofit organizations and their programs
that provide literacy, K-12 education, and leadership as well
as that support the parents and communities where the kids
live, in Ethiopia.
Birds of Africa South of the Sahara provides unrivalled
coverage of African birds in a single volume, and is the only
book to describe and illustrate all of the birds found in Africa
south of the Sahara Desert (the Afrotropic Region), including
Socotra, Pemba and islands in the Gulf of Guinea. Despite its
exceptional coverage, this guide is compact enough to use in
the field, and follows the standard field guide format, with
texts and range maps appearing opposite the colour plates.
Comprehensively revised to reflect changes in taxonomy.
Illustrations show most distinctive plumages, diagnostic flight
patterns and major geographic variants.
This is the only pocket guide to all the known birds of eastern
Africa, an area nearly half the size of the contiguous United
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States. Drawing on two decades of visits to the region, van
Perlo offers a concise reference whose 96 color plates and
accompanying text describe all 1,487 species birders might
see.
"Published in the United Kingdom and European Union in
2009 by Christopher Helm ... London"--T.p. verso.
Birds of Western Africa (Helm, 2001) was the first singlevolume guide to cover all the species of this region, which
comprises 23 countries from Senegal and southern
Mauritania east to Chad and the Central African Republic,
and south to Congo. This new edition uses all of the plates
from Birds of Western Africa, with a concise, authoritative text
on facing pages, to create a conveniently-sized, lightweight
field reference covering all 1300 species found in the region.
The book also has updated colour distribution maps for each
species placed on the text pages for the first time. A number
of new images have been painted for this new edition and
several of the illustrations have been replaced. This major
new guide will enable birders to identify any species found in
any of the countries covered.
Rose Mbikwa is leader of the Tuesday morning bird walk of
East Africa Ornithological Society, and light quiet, balding Mr.
Malik's life. If only the path of true love ran smooth. Not even
his friends at the Asadi Club know of his love but just as he
plans to ask Rose to the Hunt Ball, old school bully Harry
Kahn arrives in town with Rose in his sights. When Mr. Malik
blurts out his feelings a wager is set - whoever sees the most
birds in a week will ask Rose to the ball. But filthy-rich Harry
is everything Mr. Malik is not. With boats, planes and guides
helping Harry to the choicest bird-watching spots in Kenya,
does Mr. Malik stand a chence?

Birds of Southern Africa surpasses other field guides to
the region by illustrating and describing all 1,250 bird
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species of South Africa, Zambia, Malawi, Namibia,
Lesotho, Swaziland, Botswana, Mozambique, and
Zimbabwe. In addition, this is the only guide to illustrate
the birds of Angola (including Cabinda), whose river
basins and rocky hillsides are home to the striking Whiteheaded Robin Chat and the Angolan Cave Chat. The 84
color plates group similar species and subspecies and
also depict vagrants and ocean wanderers that appear in
this huge region characterized by widely varying
habitats, from woodlands and forests to deserts to
swamps. The text directly opposite the plates concisely
describes each bird's habitat and key physical,
behavioral, and vocal characteristics. All the larks are
shown perching as well as in flight, and every swallow is
pictured in flight from below. The most distinctive
immature and nonbreeding plumages are included, and
distribution maps show the range and frequency of each
species. This is an essential guide for any birder
contemplating a trip to southern Africa. The only field
guide to illustrate every bird species of South Africa,
Zambia, Malawi, Namibia, Lesotho, Swaziland,
Botswana, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Angola
(including Cabinda) 1,250 species illustrated on 84 color
plates Buzzards to bustards, flufftails to flycatchers,
penguins to pipits, and many more Informative notes
directly opposite illustrations succinctly describe each
bird's habitat and key physical, behavioral, and vocal
characteristics Female or juvenile shown for many
species in addition to adult male Subspecies and color
variants included Shaded maps showing range and
frequency of each species
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This is the first comprehensive field guide dealing
exclusively with the birds of this spetacular region. It
covers all resident, migrant and vagrant species found in
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi. Over
1300 species are illustrated with full details all the
plumages and major races likely to be encountered.
Concise text describes identification, status, range,
habits and voice with range maps for each species. This
authoritative book will not only be an indispensable guide
to the visiting birder, but also a vital tool for those
engaged in work to conserve and study the avifauna of
this region. East Africa shelters a remarkable diversity of
birds, many seriously endangered with small and
vulnerable ranges. They form a constantly colourful,
noisy and highly extrovert part of the landscape.
Those looking for a concise, informative, visually
breathtaking yet affordable East African safari need look
no further. Featuring full-color photos of 475 common
species of birds, mammals, snakes, lizards, insects,
trees, and flowers, "Wildlife of East Africa" takes readers
on an exquisite tour through the living splendor of the
national parks and game reserves of Kenya, Tanzania,
and Uganda.
This new visitor's guide provides a colorful overview of
the region's variety of large mammals together with an
insight into their habits and habitats.
This is a completely revised second edition of the
bestselling field guide to the birds of the Middle East,
covering Turkey, Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan,
Iraq, Iran, the Arabian peninsula and Socotra. For the
first time, the text and maps appear opposite the plates,
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and as a consequence there are fewer species per plate
than before. The text and maps have been fully revised
and many new artworks have been painted by the three
illustrators. There are more than 100 new species in this
new edition, which features more than 820 species in
total. This is an essential field guide for anyone visiting
the Middle East.
The ultimate guide to all South African bird species:
Pictorial, factual and audible Sappi Birds of South Africa
with Callfinder is for everyone and is especially useful for
tour guides, trainers and game rangers.
Birds of Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East is the
first comprehensive pocket-sized photographic field
guide to every bird species in the Western
Palearctic—this includes winter visitors and common
migrants but also all rarities to the region, even if they
have been recorded only once. The guide also covers
hypothetical species—those that have a good chance of
being recorded due to such factors as range expansion
and changing weather patterns. The book's 2,200
stunning color photographs mean that every species is
pictured, making field identification quick and easy.
Succinct text covers key identification features, voice,
habitat, and distribution, and distribution maps are
provided for regular breeding species. Particular
attention and details are given to help differentiate similarlooking species. Lavishly illustrated, up-to-date, and wideranging, Birds of Europe, North Africa, and the Middle
East is an essential field guide for every naturalist and
birder. The first comprehensive field guide to include
every bird species in the Western Palearctic (Europe,
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North Africa, and the Middle East) 2,200 superb color
photographs Succinct text looks at key identification
features, voice, habitat, and distribution

Provides basic information about the biology, life
cycles, and behavior of birds, along with brief profiles
of each of the eighty bird families in North America.
This is the first comprehensive field guide dealing
with the birds of this spectacular region. It is richly
illustrated, and describes identification, status,
range, habits and voice for all resident, migrant and
vagrant species. It is indispensable for the visiting
birder, and a vital tool for anyone interested in the
avifauna of this region.
Birds of East AfricaKenya, Tanzania, Uganda,
Rwanda, BurundiHelm
This field guide is an abridged edition of the very
successful Birds of Kenya and Northern Tanzania
written by the same authors. It covers all 1089 bird
species known from the region, including vagrants.
This book combines the format and detailed
treatment of the larger version with the convenience
of a field guide. All the species are illustrated with full
details of all the plumages and major races likely to
be encountered. Concise text describes
identification, status, range, habits and voice with
range maps for nearly every species. This
authoritative book will not only be an indispensable
guide to the visiting birder, but also a vital tool for
those engaged in work to conserve and study the
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avifauna of these countries.
The text for each species highlights the diagnostic
feature or combination of features that will enable
the birdwatcher to most easily identify the bird. Clear
colour photographs have been chosen to illustrate
the guide. For those species that are sexually
dimorphic, have both breeding and non-breeding
plumage, or in which the juvenile plumage differs
markedly from that of the adult, more than one
photograph has been included. Thumbnail
silhouettes aid the reader in quickly locating the
correct group of birds, and for each species account
a map shows the bird's distribution.
This DVD-R features high quality MP3 recordings of
more than 1350 species of birds in East Africa
(Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda and Burundi).
Both songs and calls are given where relevant,
together with notes on the recordings and
illustrations from the Helm Field Guide: Birds of East
Africa. Once the recordings have been loaded onto
your PC or laptop, they can be downloaded onto an
iPod or MP3 player for use in the field. The
recordings are a companion to the field guide and
can be used in conjunction with it. Almost every
species ever recorded in the region is featured in this
extraordinary collection and it will be a magnificent
resource for all birders and ornithologists visiting the
region.
This is the only pocket photographic guide to all the
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birds known to inhabit Western and Central Africa.
Presents scientific accounts of the 650 species known
(including nearly 100 migrants from Eurasia). This title
contains sections on distribution, ecology, status and
movements, conservation, breeding seasons (where
applicable) and taxonomy.
A celebration of the diversity and evolution of birds, as
depicted in the Cornell Lab of Ornithology's magnificent
2,500-square-foot Wall of Birds mural by artist Jane Kim.
Part homage, part artistic and sociological journey, The
Wall of Birds tells the story of birds' remarkable
375-million-year evolution. With a foreword by John W.
Fitzpatrick, director of the Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
and full of lush photographs of gorgeous life-size birds
painted in exacting detail, The Wall of Birds lets readers
explore these amazing creatures family by family and
continent by continent. Throughout, beautifully crafted
narratives and intimate artistic reflections tell of the
evolutionary forces that created birds' dazzling variety of
forms and colors, and reveal powerful lessons about
birds that are surprisingly relevant to contemporary
human challenges. From the tiny five-inch Marvelous
Spatuletail hummingbird to the monstrous thirty-foot
Yutyrannus, The Wall of Birds is a visual feast, essential
for bird enthusiasts, naturalists, and art lovers alike.
"Birds of Southern Africa is the only field guide to
illustrate and describe all species commonly found in
South Africa, Namibia, Lesotho, Swaziland, Botswana,
Mozambique, Zambia, Malawi, Zimbabwe and Angola
(including Cabinda). The book contains over 1250
species illustrated in colour, often featuring female and
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juvenile in addition to the adult male. It covers key
identification features with information on habitat, songs
and calls. Distribution maps show where each species
can be found and how common it is."--BOOK JACKET.
A handy and informative companion for the tourist and
nature-lover
Kenya's Rift Valley includes four major national
parks--Lake Nakuru, Lake Bogoria, Mount Longonot, and
Hell's Gate--as well as many smaller areas that are
outstanding for wildlife. Birds of Kenya's Rift Valley
features the 320 bird species that are most likely to be
encountered on safari in this world-famous region, which
runs from Lake Baringo in the north to Lake Magadi in
the south. Featuring over 500 stunning color photos, this
beautiful guide breaks new ground with its eye-catching
layout and easy-to-use format. The book follows a
habitat-based approach and provides interesting
information about the ecology and behaviors of each
species. Birds of Kenya's Rift Valley avoids technical
jargon in the species descriptions, which makes the
guide easily accessible to anyone. With it, you will be
identifying birds in no time. Stunning photos of 320 bird
species Major plumage variations depicted Jargon-free
text Helpful notes on what to look and listen for,
behavior, and why some birds are so named
For lovers of Alexander McCall Smith, Nicholas Drayson
introduces the charming Mr Malik and the East African
Ornithological Society in A Guide to the Birds of East
Africa. Reserved, honourable Mr Malik. You wouldn't
notice him in a Nairobi street - except, perhaps, to
comment on his carefully sculpted comb-over - but
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beneath his unprepossessing exterior lie a warm heart
and a secret passion. Not even his closest friends know
it, but Mr Malik is head-over-heels in love with the leader
of the local Tuesday-morning bird walk, Rose Mbikwa.
Little can he imagine the hurdles that lie before him.
Even as he plucks up the courage to ask for Rose's
hand, thieves, potential kidnappers and corrupt officials,
not to mention one particularly determined love rival,
seem destined to thwart Mr Malik's chances. Will an
Indian gentleman in the heart of Africa be defeated by
the many obstacles that stand between him and his
heart's desire? Or will honour and decency prevail? 'A
funny, ingenious and touching love story' Joanne Harris,
The Times 'A delightful comedy... It invites comparison to
The No.1 Ladies' Detective A gency books, but it's
original and, if anything, has more depth' Daily Mail
'Sweet, charming and utterly wonderful on the subject of
birds' Metro Nicholas Drayson was born in England and
has lived in Australia since 1982, where he studied
zoology and a PhD in 19th century Australian natural
history writing. He has worked as a journalist in the UK,
Kenya and Australia, writing for publications such as the
Daily Telegraph and Australian Geographic. He is the
author of three other novels, Confessing a Murder, Love
and the Platypus and A Guide to the Beasts of East
Africa.
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